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This week we are discussing best practices for using the EER

app with family, friends and clients. To assure success, it’s

important to raise your light score first; and make sure your bio-

energetic shield is free of negative and offensive energies. If

your scores are low, use the EER, the Offensive Energies from

Others’ charts and EC/BC to raise them. It’s possible to

incorporate EER into your practice by following the protocol

below.

Connect with your Higher Self and ask:

1. Is it my highest truth and good to clear for ____?

2. Is it in _____’s highest truth and good to receive this healing

from me?

These two questions are not limited to EER work, but for all
energy healing. Trust the answers you get from your Higher
Self. It’s intuiting things that your conscious mind can’t.

3. Do I have jurisdiction to clear for _____ using EER?

4. Is my bio-energetic shield a 10/10 and if not, what can I do to

raise my score?
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Hello Beautiful Soul,



5. Are the entities or spirit attachments around ______

contracted to them, or by them? 

If yes, have client say the following before you begin the
session.

“I nullify all contracts that no longer serve my highest truth and
good.”

6. Is my client a part of my Oversoul or Monadic Soul group? I

like to know if I have a personal soul connection with the person I

am working with.

7. Do I have unresolved karma or entity entanglements from a

past life or timeline with my client? 

If yes, clear the entities for both of you that relate to that
lifetime/timeline.

8. Is there a belief, energy, or offensive energy that’s beneficial

for me to clear within myself, before I start my client session?

9. Are there open portals in or around my energy field? If yes,

close them.

10. Set an intention for your healing and ask for divine protection

and guidance. Call in your angels, guides or galactic team to

assist with your work.
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11. Connect through Source Consciousness and NOT through a

clients Aspects of Consciousness or proxy. This helps eliminate

being corded by the client. This is more likely to happen if you

are working live with a client over the internet than a long

distance/email session. If you do get corded, the person’s

emotional garbage flows into you and it doesn’t feel good. If you

feel off, after a session check if that the reason.

To connect to Source Consciousness, say the following:

“I request a Divine connection with pure Source Consciousness,
and to receive all answers through this channel. I am a clear
conduit for pure light energy to flow through me. I request this
healing be for ______ (client name) highest truth and good. And
so, it is.”

Don’t do live sessions with clients to clear entities until you are

very confident and proficient in your abilities; instead do email

sessions. If you are doing a live session and you want to use the

EER app, clear one or two things pre-session. This is still hugely

beneficial for your client. There are always energies “hidden”

under entity attachments that would not ordinarily come up to be

cleared while the entity is attached. I often find “hidden” heart-

walls for people that have had their heart-walls cleared and

swear they don’t have one. There will be energetic disconnects

too, as entity attachments put a great deal of stress on our

physical and energy bodies. These repercussions are good

things to clear during the live session and any other trauma that

was “wrapped up” with the entity attachment.
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It’s important to create a strong foundation from which to work.

Things will come up for us when we work on others, that

challenge us to recognize our outdated belief systems and old

emotional patterning. If you feel psychically attacked during a

session, again check for cords. I see this happening way more

than entity attack. If a person with entity attachments cords you;

you’ll feel it, so ask for help from another in the EER group.

Also check for Fear Implants or Implanted Fear Programs for you

and your clients. These can run though all lifetimes and

timelines; and lie dormant until something in our 3D world

triggers them, and they are activated. When we feel

unnecessarily fearful and self-sabotage ourselves it is most likely

from Fear Implants that manifest as physical, mental/emotional

or spiritual pain.

As Energy Healers we hold the potential to inspire people to step

forth into their own evolutionary growth and self-empowerment.

One hand focused on their struggles and the other on their

greatest and highest potential to become a fully realized human

BEing. Have gratitude and share love with the people that come

to you for healing and watch the miracles as they occur.

Much Love...❤ 
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